Investigation of the 1H NMR visibility of lactate in different rat and human brain cells.
In recent years, 1H MRS has been used in a number of studies to measure the lactate content of brain, and it is generally assumed that the methyl resonance at 1.3 ppm reflects the total amount of lactate present in the tissue. However, reduced NMR visibility of lactate has recently been reported for blood, heart and skeletal muscle as well as for bacteria. We have assessed the NMR visibility of lactate in cultures of human and rat brain cells, comparing the concentrations measured by NMR and by biochemical methods. Contributions of fatty acids have been eliminated using their different relaxation behavior. We found approximately 30% of the lactate to be undetectable by NMR in the studied cell cultures. While the mechanism partially masking lactate in 1H spectra is not yet understood, the potential invisibility of some pools of lactate to NMR may greatly affect the interpretation of brain spectra.